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Innovation*
*for your institution
IOPscience extra™, our premium electronic-only subscription package, offers your
researchers more than 140 years of IOP Publishing content, including some of the
most vital scientific, technical and medical research ever published, in one fully
integrated resource.
More than 70 prestigious IOP Publishing and partner journals*, including our renowned
Journal of Physics series
Covering subjects in the fields of: astronomy, astrophysics, biological physics, chemistry,
engineering, environment, mathematics, physics and medical physics.
A focus on delivering research in the fields that your institution needs
IOPscience extra provides international breakthroughs, pioneering achievements and
exciting new developments across subject areas that reflect the needs of the scientific
research community.
These specially compiled subject groups include our rapidly growing materials science
portfolio, IOPmaterials, and our expanding medical physics collection.
Our complete archive: every article since 1874
Comprising more than 300,000 articles, the archive is an indispensable resource enabling
researchers to track the progress of important research and download papers no matter when
they were published.
Physics World Archive
Every article published since the magazine’s launch in 1988, including more than 11,000
news items, feature articles, comments and reviews. The Physics World Archive offers a real
insight into the key breakthroughs in physics over the last 27 years. This service is usually only
available via subscription.
*IOPscience extra excludes AAS titles

“Thanks for the great
opportunity to search in
an additional stream of
scientific works. It works
for me like a charm.”
Milan Berta Laboratory of Terahertz
Spectroscopy, Institute of Physics of the
AS CR, v.v.i., Prague, Czech Republic

“Our library has had a very
satisfactory experience.
It is a unique platform
with multiple features for
information, search and
retrieval, developed from a
collection of highly
rated titles.”
Inna Steklyar Head of Periodicals
Department, Neiman Library of Exact
Sciences and Engineering, Tel-Aviv
University, Israel
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Inspiration*
*for your institution
more than

540,000
articles in total
more than

140 years
covering some of the most vital
research ever published

230,000

IOP Journal Archive articles

Whatever your researcher’s interests, IOPscience extra has the
content they need
Groundbreaking research across 12 vital scientific, technical
and medical areas
A range of key fields encompassing broad, multidisciplinary content, niche titles and critical
advances in scientific discovery.

• IOPmaterials		
• Instrumentation and measurement
• Condensed matter		
• Biophysics, biomedical engineering and medical physics
• Applied physics		
• Mathematical, computational and theoretical physics
• Plasma physics		
• Astronomy, astrophysics and cosmology
• Atomic and molecular physics
• Nuclear and particle physics
• Optics and photonics
• Earth, environment and climate
New for 2015: 2D Materials (2DM) and Materials Research Express (MRX)
Two new multidisciplinary journals have been added to the IOPscience extra subscription
package in 2015, enabling IOP Publishing to respond to author and reader demand across the
growing materials research community.

• 2D Materials covers all aspects of the exciting field of graphene and related two-

dimensional materials. The multidisciplinary content of this journal provides a great
overview of research in this area from wide-ranging communities, guaranteeing essential
reading for any researcher in this field.

• Materials Research Express is a broad, multidisciplinary journal devoted to publishing
new experimental and theoretical research on the design, fabrication, properties and
applications of all classes of materials.
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Innovation*
*for your researchers
IOPscience extra content articles
available to download
600000

Our evolving website platform will benefit you and your researchers by offering a diverse range
of functionality designed to enhance article discovery and make the most of the content you’ve
provided.
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• Easy-to-use yet extensive search options that significantly save time for your researchers by
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guiding them directly to the most relevant content.
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• Filtered, reliable searching also encourages your users to search from their institutional
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library or database links, rather than via an external search engine.
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Number of citations received on
IOPscience extra content
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• All content streams are fully integrated for maximum clarity and scope. Access to additional
content streams alongside IOP content helps researchers find important articles across our
subject coverage that may otherwise be missed.

• Researchers can set up customized alerts notifying them when new articles meeting their
chosen search criteria have been published.

• Innovative technologies such as our pioneering Article Evolution™ functionality further
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enhance the article experience with features including MathJax, image tools such as zoom
and Powerpoint export, mobile view, article level metrics, figure browser, expanded export
options and quick links to references and citations.
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IOPscience extra is accessible through our online
service iopscience.org
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• Other useful functionality designed to make article discovery effortless includes article
tagging, social bookmarking and RSS feeds.

• Improved citation alerts, a feature specifically for subscribers, enables your users to be
notified when a selected paper has received a new citation.

• Access via institutional IP addresses, Athens and Shibboleth means content is never far

away with no frustrating denials to the full-text article. Your researchers can download what
they want, when they want it.

• A range of support and promotional materials available for both you and your researchers
along with links to valuable online services for librarians, authors and referees.
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Clarity*
*for you
Provide your researchers with access to high-quality content quickly and easily
Try before you buy
A free trial of IOPscience extra over a limited period of time is available for your institution and offers a fantastic opportunity to discover
the content and functionality that this package provides.
We have a range of support materials readily available to help you and your researchers, and we can provide technical and general
assistance at any time before, during and after your trial period.

Contact us today
It’s quick and easy to set up access to IOPscience extra via iopscience.org and prices for this fully integrated package are tailored for
your institution to offer exceptional value.
Contact our customer services department at custserv@iop.org or speak to your Regional Manager today to find out more.

Let’s keep moving science forward with IOPscience extra.
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